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.. ~ AN INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF AN ELECTRIC FIELD ON THE DIFf.USION OF CHROMIUM IN. ALUMINUM OXIDE 
ABSTRACT 
. A rad-ioact.ive. ·is·otope technique was used to investigate the 
effect of atf elec·tric field on the diffusion of chromium in singl~" ' . 
crystal ~lµm~n.um o~ide of the coru~dum structure (a:-phase) _. The 
' 
. 
. · .dif.fu·slon .. ,experiments were conducted in the tempera.tu·r.~ range . 
"'. 
. . 122.0° .... 124o0c.·with · ·electric fields of diffe_rent magnitudes. 
I • 
• 
The.- results· of· the experim~nt$ ... have been int.~tp.reted, .in ·the_,·, ·· 
. 




different mechani.s:rri:s·. having . di£ fusion coefficients. of the order 
f 10-15 lrwl 4. · .. d"' 1,,...J3 · · 2/ -. · o ; ~ . , ap. . .. . . u .L ~m .· sec_. 
·, 
the· intermediat:e (D ~10-14 ·cTJ.i.2/s,ec) diffusion mechanisxns·a:re· ielat·e<l, 
. 
"'./. ':.:~ . , to each other. :Lr1 s·o·me :manne-r and· are both- dependent -~pop.: thl~- non:~ · ··. ,. 
:equil:i.brium: defe~.~ . s,t.-r~cture 'of ~he. alum:l11:_uiµ o:x:ide .·- ·-~i:h.e: ~·.tow - ~ 
. . 
". ( ~ ~10:-1 5 ,cm2/sec) d,i;fu~iQ~ mechanism is sirl>sti1:utional dif fusi~ri' , 
:., ·. 
- t. . 
\:>y the vacan.cy, -m~chartism.,· • 
. ···-· 
a 
. 'fhe elect~~~ fi~ld~ us.e¢1.~ere too low· in magni·tude for any ·•.· .. 
effect ·of the. e.iectric fields· on ·the slow diffus_io-n -mechanism to be; 
' .. derected·; - An. e.ffec·t. of. ''the electric fields ori the intermediate 
. dif_fu~ton :'rnechani~Ill was ·o·bserved •. No e.ff.ect of the·· electric fields. 
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I II INTRODUCTION 
A. Diffusion in an Electric Field 
The movement of ions through a solid in the presence of both 
a concentration gradient and an electric field is controlled by 
two processes. One is diffusion due to t.he con:centration gradient; 
the other is· iop.ic conduction due to the elect.tiG fi.eld. The differ,.. 
·ential .. equation describing· the diffusion of torts:: i1l · the presence of 
. . ( 1) 
an electric. fteld is -
• 
•7", . (.: l) 
·w:here-· 
.·.· .' . · .. 
:• 
., 
C = concentrat·iort of the diffusit:'i._$:. 'io·ns: 
. I:) . ,, 
D = diffusion coe,fficient ( cii2 /se¢). 
: ; 
. 2 . . . 
µ ~ ionic mobili-~y: ( cm /volt-sec:) 
,.: 
· E· =:= electric_ ~ield ·(voltslcrtl:) . 
... ~ 
. ·2_ I- a? - - a2 




~ = !..: + E._·-:_ + a -
axl._ . ay J . . .Fz k • 
. , . 
. . ~ . . . . . 
:rn one~dimension~ . equatio~ ( 1)_ simplifies i::cr ·,:: 
d ' • .• ··. 
. . 
.. 
ac _ a2c ac 
aE9 - D cJx2, - µE ale • ,. 
If the ·followi_.~g boundary conditions are s·atisf{ed: · ~ 
. ' 1.. _ The di-£ fusing species is: ini~i'a.lly conc~rttrated in an 
. .. .. 
. . . 
infinf.tery thin film at X =·o, and 
·,. '. 
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' ' ' ... 
. . . ' 
di'rections for a distance many times greater than the 
• 
mean penetration of the: diffusing ions. 
' 
t~ solution to equation (2) is (l) 
C '141rDt 
,· 
M . 2 
- (x~µEt) 
. e 4Dt 
where .. \ 
,t,_. . 
M: = .t;otal amount o·f t.he .diffus~ng sp·ecies 
,..,;.. . ' 





Fo.r. d'if fusion in .the abs·ence o_f an electl"l_p field:,_ ·the .sec.:c;>_p.d-
tenn on, the ·right. ci f equations ( i) and (~ .equal to -zero • The; 
'• 
Scilution £or 'the One~dimeilsional case, under the Same bOUndary cop_,. 
•• · .::.: •• I. :·- ••• . -:~ 
.. : ~: '; - •, 




re e 4Dt 
V4irDt ,.,_, 
' (. 4): 
. ~ A 'comparison of _equations 3(.3) and {·4) shows that the ·effect 
of an ·electri·c field·,s a displacement of the mean-of -the· concen .. 
C 
.tration profile, X, from i = 0 to i =µEt. It is interesting ·to 
J 
note that th~ d.iffusion coefficient is not affected by the el~ci:ric· 
, 1"' . \ 
field, thu·s both µ. B;rid D may be determined by a ·single experiment. 
_. -I -
· : O_nly one publislied. account ·_dealing with di£ fusion in an ox.ide -
-,, 
's:fstem, frpnl an infinitely thin .so:Urce; with .an applied electric . · 
• f"' ; • • ' ' • 4 ~ ' • • ' . I . • 
, ' 
field was -found tn the literature.. This .was the work· of . ,. . 
. , . 
_- R~ddingl"on(2). 'In his· study of the diffusion-~£ .b~riulll in bari~ 
'# • 
oxid~, .Req.dington perf.onne_d a) series. of ~xp~rimen.ts w1.th ,.and Wit.bout· 
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mechanisms· .are· active. in this system; one being· slow· which is charg·e 
~ I 
tr~nsporting, the ·other being fast ~hich is non-.charge ·transporting. 
The effect of the electric field on the charge transporting mech-
anism was in agreement w.ith th·e arguments set forth above; the· 
• 
diffusion coefficient was not affected by the-; _e·lectric field, and •• . ....-.:.:""--:. -~--=-.::..:.:..::..:..~~;- ·-- ~- - ___ -=:..,.~~ .. ~ ___. 
·- ---· ---,,_., .. 
the concentration profile was di_splaced by a dist.ance µEt •.. 
B •. Cprrelation E_ffe·cts and ·the Einstein Relation 
For .diff.usion that occurs strictly by random motion of tJ1.¢· 
. -
·d:i:ffusing species, i oe .• , each suc~essive j.ump of a diff.us_ing.- ai::t1m: 
. . 
. . ; .. . 





'diffusion coefficient are· related bY the ,Eirtstei~· refat:i,ot'I.($) ' 
,,_ ' 
'· 
.... ' where .r· 
. . \ 
.9_. = _:i:Qtff~ charge· 
... . ... :~·. 
.'.•,..; ·-
·k ~-- Bo 1 tzmann' s constant. 'l . ·,· 
:T -- .- absolute temperature •. 
,, . 
' 
.In the case. of diffusion by a: vacancy mechanism, the -succ~ssive · 
.- ·jumps are not independent. ··The reason for this- is. exp.lain~d hriefiy · 
below. , 
. When· diffu·sion OC:c·urs b,y a ·vac.ancr ·me·~_hanism, an 'atom· ( ion) . 
.. 
. is allowed to move by exchanging positions with an adjacent -vacancy, 
... ':'_::;.;, ' 






\ , ... 
. ·• 1 
'· 
·. i-.e.,.- the ·atom.(ion} ju~ps ill.to ·an _adjacent vacant lattice s;i.te. 
,After making such a jump, the_ yacancy is at the site ·previously 
,4-~~- • 
.. . ' 
. , ' 
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jump for the atom (ion): is back to its original position. The next 
most· likely jump is to a site that is a. neare'St neighbor of both the. 
atom (ion) and the vacancy, and so on. This results in a correla ... 
tion between successive jumps. < This ·p.henomeno;1 ·was first de·scribed 
•· (4) by Bardeen and Herring and has since been di.scussed by several 
authors ( 5) ( 6) ( 7)., • 
Due· ·to the correlation between succes~iy~ ... Jumps:, .a· co:r.relatton 
.... , 
,· :fa·c't .. o.·r, f, may be introduced such that ~-
-·,., 
. .I D = fDv: (6) 
·fusion .cqefficient that would exis·t· if the ::suc·ce..s'.s_ive: jumps were 
,. 















.. ::. Irt the ca.se o.f a ·yac·ancy mechanism, f -is :less· than unity. · 1 
The valu~ ot f :is: de.termined by th~ ccy_stal structure and by the 
' 
· re-latiye value·s- ·of·· th~ juJnp f:l"'equei:;ici~s of the soi vent and solute 
atoms ( ions}... · · 
; .,·-, \ \. 
"' ' . 
. 
. 
:D.µe to t4.e correlation effect, ·the Ei~s~e.in. relation does " 
---........_ 
not hold· for diffusion by a: vacancy mechanism. The correct .. 




~""":,:- .. :.'!'" µ_ ._ 1 q . 
. ·n -1 w_ ·~. 
)·',: .... ~ .. :-': . .. ,.--(.7} . 
. :. . ~ ... 
. 
. . : . / .. 
-.:,. ·~ . . 
.J. 
- .. , . 
.- . 
-· ·-· •' 
~.. ~, I 
. -- ' 
. ,Tf' . 
. 
. •· •. -· ... , ., -- .. ,-·~--· ... ,~ ,.. .... ~ ...• ~;.;. __,, ... ,.-.... ----.·-······· .. ····,.~----,........._...._ .... ~ ........ , .•. - . -- . -··s- .. . 
··~· 
' ., , . 
• 
'• 
·; , . . . 
... ., -
i. ~- '-I 1>ai. 
(, 
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.... • ,1 
. I."'• ...- '' • 
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' ., ' ,: ( 




. '. , . 
,, 
1, ' • J 
' .. 
I.' 
whe,re f in the above expression is the correlation factor given i11. . 
equation (6). 
Friaui l) has suggested that . a diffusio'Il experiment conducted 
in the.presence of an electric field might·be used to detennine the 
correlation· factor.·· 
C. Diffusion in Metallic Oxi·des 




stlbject of considerable investigation, and se'veral reviews(9)( lO) ( ll) 
;. 
· have been publisq.e'd·. · Some of. the ·results which have b·een consis-· 
, . 
. tently found. in many of the oxide systems studied :and which m.ay 
., 
. 
appJy in general to dif f_~~ion in metal.lie oxides ,are llst.ed below .• 
1. Diffusivity is depende~t up~n the oxyg·en, :part;ial :pressure • 
.. 
·This is· es·pecia,lly true for oxides, o:f. the· transition. e.le~-
i > 
men.ts, and for non-stoichiometric 6x.id_e· compounds. .: .. .-1-
z:, •. ·.the: ·diffusion of the -larger oxyge1:1 anions is slower i:-han. . . 
:t.he diffusion of the smalle~ cations.·. 
3·. Cation· diffusion in po~ycrystalline ··materials pro·ce.eds 
,, .... 
at abou.t th.e same rate as diffusion in single crystal~·,_-
. . . . 
. :. :4 .• -D~:ffu~t.on of the oxygen anions is faster · in polycrystalline 
materials than in single· crys.tals. 
The results bf the· diffusion ·studies ·that· have· been conducted ·, 
; 
. 
. . .,--'. 
. 
with aluminum oxide are. listed in· 'l'able 1 and _presented graphically: · 
. , 
in Figur~ ,1. The ~!ghlig~ts of ·these studies are given· b~low • 
•• . 
. 
~ The Self-diffusion of aluminum in A12o3 Was studied. by P~.ladino. 
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10-10 ..-.--------------------------~--J-· -------------------~------------~--------~--------11m11~ 
16-.14 . 
. DA1 :~p_9lycryst.) 
Ref. 12 . 
.;·. 
17e· 
De · ( single crystal);· 
r Ref. ·16 
(singie crystal 
Ref. 16· 
D · {single crystal) 





Ref. 14 • 
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.. ·.;''··.·. . . . 
.,j'. I :: •_, 
.. ·' 
available on·iy ~ith· very' low ·specific· activities which requireq. 
sintering large quantities of radioactive material to· the diffusion 
., . 
specimen to form a diffusion couple. Attempts at studying the dif-
. , .... •,. 
fusion of aluminum i·n single cryst~l A12o3 we~e · unsuccessf~l due to 
-





The self-diffusion of oxygen in single crys·tal and polycrystal-
~ 
. 
line A12o3 was investigated by Oishi and Kingery( l3). · Thei~ resuits 
> 




that is the diffus~on coefficient is -liq.af-~ected by impurity concen- . 
-· ~ 
., 
. . . 
tration and previous heat ··t.reatment gi v:eri. the ~ s_pecim~n. Below 1606c, 
.. 
. ·how~ver, they found· .the diffusion coeffici'ent to ·b·e a .function of ·the 
' 
. . ~ . . . -. . . 
·specimen's· pr·evious history and by impurities. The . .diffusion · co-
·e.fficient · in.single crystals was found. to be two ord.er·s of magnitude 
. 
• T . 
lower than in p.qlyGrystalline material, while t_he a:iffusion co-
efficient in poly~rys~alli~e ·material wa~ o·f the, same o·rder of· . 
•, 
·, 
magnitude as that of al\lmillu\Il in poly~rySt'111ine A12o3,. as 'deter:.. 
, • 1 b p· 1 d- .· . d K. ( 12) 
r tn1.nea . Y. : a a 1.no an .1.ngery . ~ .X 
Of. special in.terest is. the",.arge, disc:r:epancy- in the results of 
I, 
. 
. . . '. 
. ~ 
the -two· investigations-of iron dif.fusio.n. i~ polycry~talline A12o3• 
'lgnaiov, Belokyrdva and Belyanin( 14) determinedt~e diffusiOn co-
. 
-
. . . . . . ' . . . . ' . . . '' : 82 000 . ~ . ·. . . . . .. . ' ( 15) 
. e~fic-ient to be D = .1.3_3. e- · it , while Izvekov · at;id ·corbu,nova · _· 
Petermined it to be D = ·9~2 X ·10- 8 e- 27,(job. In ·both of these RT . 
.,Jr 
. . studies i-adioacti;e iron (Fe59) was diffus,ed i.n~O: sintered specimens .. 
-, .. . 















- • ··~· __ , ___ ,,.,_,., •• ~ •,;d•TJ.>,>•.,. ..,~r.· -.. - ,..,,_, ·, · . ...;t· ,- ,i,• .• :;--,(>.., .,' __ ,. :.~.,.'!,. ~,-: ,,•, ), ,·.· ·,-:...·. ·.,.·'.. •. .J,· _,,_I ..... ~· ,..- .. ,'. · .- ,._ .,:•:,, ·•· ,,., ••• ,, ,,-,. ·w ·--,--··· • • • ·• ' 
' 
. 
•. :.,·~./!•;···.:/:~·.,;\,;,.~·...-.:~-:_.{·_.;.I~, .• ::r":,:_· .... 1,.·., n..\,.f .. ;..-·' _-·- .. : ,.,. ~ 
_, -.. - . 































: . .:.; :,_ 
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.. two experiments· was _the temperature used for .sintering the specim~ns. I •. ' • • 
.' . ,- ';,· . ' 




lzvekov and Gorbunova sintered th~irs at 1000°c. The. results of 
Votinova and Ignatov 'S ( 16) Study . of i~on dif fusioll ill single crystal 
A12o3, dis_c:~ssed b~~ow, are in close agreemen_t with those of Ignatov 
and his associates(i4). Votinova aD.d Ignatov(lG) hypothesized that • . .. :t; 
,., 
.... the low value of activation energy deterµiinated by Izvekov and 
Gorbunova(l5} was due to a high porosity of ·their specimens causecl 
' ' 
. , sintering:·a·t ,too low· ·a temperature~ 
-'I 
Votinova and Ig~to) 16) investi,ga'ted the du fusion ~ f '• iron 
,· 
and chromium in single-crystal Al2o3 , The valUes for DO publisb.ed 
in the· text o.f their·paper were· i.18 for iron and 28.94:,for 
chromium. These· values are not in a·greement With the da·ta __ pr_e.:~ I... • ' •• 
sented in the paper and must con~ain ~ypographical error,s·. ·rhe 
., 
values ... for. D ~hat. agree with_. the data are :0.0118 ,fo:r iron ·~nd , ... . 0 
' ' . 
, ·-r~. 2 .. 894· -X. 10-? for chromium. , . . . . ~ 
. . . -
-·,\ 
The expeiiment~l system used by Votino~a ~nd 1,gnato) 16) iO:r: . 
s,tttdring chromium diffusion in single-crystal Al2o3 iS similar to " 
, I • . 
. ' f. 
, the, one· used in this investigation.. They applied thi;n; films· of .. • - .. r· . 
· radioactive ch:toinium, cr51, to o~e faCe of their single-cryst~l . . . . . . . ' ~ . 
·' .speci'mens and performed their dif fusi~:n· anneals in an argon atmos~ 
.f 
.,. - ' 
'' ' ' .. - 0 
. phere, ·.i_i:t the_ temperat~re ·range .1200-1350 C .• 
· i>. The·_crystal St.ructure of Alumina and t}J.e Alumina-Chrom~a -~_ystem 
. '· . • .. ~, ' . 
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in mo.thirds of the octahedral sites(lJ). The cations are ordered 
\ ~ . ; 
:i, - . 
so that one-third of ·the octahedral sites in: each ba~al plane ·are 
• 
v~cant, and so that each cation has three cation nearest neighbors 
I / 
in th.e .basal pla"ne·. In addition each cation has (?nly one cation 
nearest neighbor. in the direction of the c~axis. The c/ a ratio 
- . 
for a-A12o3 is 2.'J3t which is a variation of 4"6 from the ideal 
... 
value of,tr_ 2. $3 .ior ·th,e .. HCP st,:ucture •. 
The al.pha phase, of cr2o3 has the ,same !ZfyS'ta:l ~tru~ture as 
- a..A:1203~ .. TbiS a~d the · fact - that the ionic ra:dii of the Al 3+ a:nd 
',. 
· cr3+ ionsciareof th~ same order, 0.51 Xand 0,63 X respe~tive1y(lB)_, 
. . ~-





. AZa:t'oti20 ) has J>osttllate~l ·that .~tffusion Jn the above des:. 
c:ti.bed icr:yst_al · s.'t.-ructure· i-s solely· by a va.cancy mechanis~. In :th·e: 
, 
:.d:f.re·c:tion ·of the c-axis :·cat·-ions move from one: normally 6¢.cupi.ed 
:'octah.edral site to __ another .n9rmally occupied o·ctahedral s-i:te·. '_At 
·•:. .• . · . ..,· . . . :i"k . .• . • • . . . ··.;. • . • . . 
""" ·, . . 
;ight ang-_les, to· · the c--~~is cations move -from a normally'· o:ccupied 
' ~ . .. 
':oct:.ahedra:l sit·e,. throt:i.gh an aclj,.acent tetrahedral site, to another 
: . . . ~ 
. " 
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·,,.· II .. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
. ' I . 
The effect of an electric field on the diffusion of chromiuin 
in single crystal aluminum oxide of the corundum structure (a-phase) 
was inv;estigated b.y :a. radioactive tracer technique. The equipment 
and apparatus used· in this experiment are listed in Appendix 4f.l. 
A. Sample Preparation 
. ,\ 
,, . ' 
' 
. . 
~-. The s.ingle crystal spefl-mens· :wi~re· in:'. the ;f9rm .of :c.yl.ind·ri¢:~ll 




. . 3/16". These specimen·s were cut ·with-. a diamond saw :f:rom_ .. rods: 
.. 
,, 1/4"D xJ: ___ 1/4111. .A descriptio.n ~of .the crystals .is ~.given. :in 
Appendix #=1.-. A.fter cµ_tti1:1g,. th_e· .ends of th·e -~_ryst·als w.el'.'e p9lls:hed· 
.~. -:· : 60 .a t-latness exceeding O .1 micron. -wi.th ,.the pr~c.is·t-on· _griJ~.din.g ,. 
·app.:c1.ratt.is described in Appendix #f2'. " 
,.. 
,.. B •. · Isotope Application :-.. 
:;_ ... 
. · 
· '; 51 The radioactive isotope used 1.n .this ,,exp~_rJ .. 111~tit ·was'·e:r· -.; .. i_h1: 
-. 
. . .• 
·-the chemical form. Crc13 • · A. deScriP"tion o'f-- the :t.sOtope h giv~n in / 
·A= ... · .. · . . ·d. . • 
.:JL... · 1· 
.·. :ppen · 1.x -,,.. .• 





• t • - ,' 
. • .,, 
. ....~.,.· .. ,,-'. 
• ~. ' ~ c:leaned --eo· remove· all ~ontamin·ation fro1it t:heir. surfac··es. ·T·he . .. .. ' . '' - . ' ,, -. . . ·-~- . -. . . . ' 
. . . . 
.. - . 
··~ 
-., "· -~ 
r, . 
. • 
-~lea:ni::ng operation ·consisteq of 9 sli.ght .e.·tch ·for. five· mi.nutes tn 
~ ~ 
, c:-4 S01~tio1l (5 _parts. HN03, . 3 parts 1£F, 3 partsr g1acial acetic 
. . :• . i . 
• 
. , 
. ' . ' """""--
. • . . -·. • . ' . • • 





·' fil_ter :paper. ' .. 
. Two· .. cli:f'fse:r·en.t ·inet·~o-~·s were· used' to 'apply. the isotop~ to:. th'e ;. 
., . 
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s·pebimens. For di£ fusion runs #1 and #3 a vacuum evapo~rati~n 




a vacuum of 10 nm Hg., with ·on~ end facing downward,· 1/~" abov~. a: 
platinum boat containing the isotope. The boat. was heated to a/ 
0 
temperature exceeding 1000 C by an ele~tr_f(::., current, resulting: in• 
tih~ e.vaporation of the radioactive Crc13 :~·nd ·subsequent conde-nsatfon 
-oi1- ·the cryst~al surfac~. 
, .· . . .. ' 
The activities. depo,s_ited on each cry.stat 






·ln :all -o·the·r· :qif:fu$.i:ort 'run:s the iecitot>.e w-a.s app·lied :by _placing· 
.... 
• . ~ . ,, l,S,. 




. _ ·s:pec:i'me.n a:tid .-ev·a--i>'oratt:ng. to .dryness ·uride·r a: he.at ... lamp. r·n. :_the·se 
·sqltit-ion. 
:-:· 
• 4' • 
~-. 
:·. 
The· :j;~lativ~·- metlt_s of each -met:h.od o'f: i sbtop·e apJ)lication ar:e f 
r. . 
. +... . :th¢·· v_~ctium.= · evaporation techniqu~· ',atfpl-ied: ,fhe· i);·o:tqp e·: in 
l . . . ~· . . ~ 
~ ··-
t ... . • . . .. 
a more~ 'linlfprm layer; while . 
·-1\. J. 
,. 




of:::r.~dioactive. ~ate.rial •. 
' . 
,Aithough the. ,i_n.itial_ distribut'ion of. i~·oto_p·e wa.$ ··1J·rreg~·1·ar 
;·· . .-· 
.:o·n".:t-he_ crys~~lS ~aving had t.h~-.i$Ot<?pe applied, itt~a ·d·r·op_ o:f S:O:ifu·-.. 
_, .. ,ti9n, autqradiograph~ made of the actlv.e ·faces: at t'he con·clus·ion-
,i; ••• 
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All di£fusi9n runs made in this experiment were conducted in 
an argon atmosphere, at temperatures in .the range of 1220·0 - 124Q.0 c,., .. 
and for times on the orde.r of 90 hours ( 4 days). 
In preparation for a diffusio.n a~neal, two specimens were 
.. 
mounted vertically,- with their act.ive :~ac.es· bu.t . ted together, on 
an··albmina. sheet as" shown in Fi:g·. 2. Jror ~tl ·diffusion _runs, 
,• 
's:ame. E1ec·trodes made from 0.001" platinum foil were placed at 
.. 
. qpp.os·i.t·e- e-nd·s of. the jolned crystal~. Welded. t·o th~ -electrocles: 
' . 
.. ..~ 
w:er·e. :C) .·QlO'' P.l.attnum wires for the. applic.:a·tion., of a voltage pote~--




+ 10% rhodium. thennocoqp le ( se.e .-Appendix ffel) .• iJ1e .. ~hove mentioned ·~ ·,: 
.'t. )il : ,';,: 
·" . ·'-!'· 
, . 
. . ·' 
,. 
. appa_ratus wa$ lnsefted, in· ~.1i --alumina tube 'wh~·cI1. ·Wa$ in turn plac·ed 





at·u.re. For· c;t schematic· of t·he· experimentfl setup ~e·e F
0
ig •. 3·_. 
... In diffusion runs #1; #2, and. #.3,: .t.h•e; ,.t .. ~be W:~."S f:lus..hed Wl·,th •," 
,c9:rgon, at room_ temperature 1 . prto.r tO. :.c:1pply·t11g: powe:r ;t.O ·t:n.e: <turiJ;c1-ce. · -' 
. 
. • • J. 
. . .•: •. . • 
•. • . 
·. ~f te.r: · applying p~¢r·., . a time or app~oxima:tl;!·ty 5~ _·.minute.~ was requfred. ·· · · .... :- ,. . . . .: . . ·. . . . . . ,. . . .•· . . . 
. 
" . . .. ' 
. . ' . . . . -




~· ~- . 
·- . 
F()r. the du:i:'ation of the anneal ail argon· g~s flo~ of 60 _clll3 /mfn. W.i$ • ' 
'1, 
' • 




. ; ' 




· conclus"i.on of ·the anneal, the ~ube was taken dir.ect·ly from the . 
, furnace .and cooled in air to room temper-ature ._ 
• • • u 




.? i ,,,.., . . .. 




~ .. ~ . ...: 
.... 
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\' 
anneal ·~as measured from the time opera.ting ~e1JlPerature was reached 
to the time the tube was removed from the furnace. No correction 
,.;, 
was made for warm-up and cool-of.£ periods. The resulting error 
in the eff_ectlve t'ime of. diffusion, due to ignoring these periods, 
was· 1ess than .0.5: _per ·cent. In the runs ·emp_loying electric fields, 
the· field ·wa·s .app.1.ied when the :j;µrnace. -reached operating tempera.ture 
and wa_s removed just prior to remo.ving- p·h·e tube from the furnace. 
For the ·remaining diffuslon ~:n.s the :p·rocedure was changecl_ 
. s:l_ight:~y. In t·hese runs the samp,les were pre-an·neal_ed in air: ae 
:80o0c for three hours. .After· the p·r~·-a·n.ne·a1,.. an -ar.:.gon: g_as· flqw 
.of 60 cm3/min. was initia~ed and the_ .. fur~ace' t:emperat··u:r-e· was 
-· . 
. 
r-aised -to the desired. level C~1240Pc) .•.. ,The time. ·requ_i-r:ed for 
\ 
·, •. . . ' .· . : .Q the furnace :t_o rea:c,h ope·rat·~ng: temp_eir.:ature from 800 C .. was app·.rox ... 







·rh:_e 'reason for eµiploylng the pre-anneal descr:ibed 'above was 
~· 
to insure oxida~ion of the ~adioaCtive cre13 prior fo the diffusion · 
' ~.nne·al,,. }'.'be: ac-tfve ·:f.~ces _ o:£'( the cr:ystalLs used, in r.~11$ . .4/=J, #2, and, . . ' 





13 had been slightly marred during the ·c;Ii·ftu·sion. anne·al. This was 
'suspected to be caused by· a ch~mical rea-ctioft. ·taking place be·tween 
cz-c.13 and At203• · No marring of the a~tive 
diffusion runs employing the, pre-anneal .• 
faces was noticed in the.· 
. " 
• ,N During a diffus·ion anneal,. the t·empe:rature was measure.d sev- · 
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'junction was 'at O C· (water-ice bath) • The mean of th~. temperature . , · 
- . " 
meas·urements -was selected as the temperatur~ C)f the diffusion anneal. 
For each diffusion anneal the temp·erature measurements all fell 
, 0 
. 
within + 3 C of the mean temperature. The thermocouple was specifi"ed 
-
accurate to within 1/4 per cent in the temperature range used in 
... this experiment. Allowing· for a small temperature difference between 
-the thenriocouple and the diffusing· sp~cimens-, it is believed that 
. 
. -
the designated temperatures for all of the diffusion. anneals are 
accurate ·to within·+ 5°c. 
- .. 
a 
~ During each diffusion anneal the ·two crysta:ls welded toget:her, 
, 
which. required that they _be broken apart at the conclusiop of e,;the 
anneal. ·· The actual welding of the crysta·ls ·occurr:~d: oy.et le.ss than: 
ten per cent of their· conta·ct·ing ·surfaces ... 
... ,·. 
D. Sample Analysis 
.. 
. 
At the cone lusion of. the dif.fusion annea.1:, the sample:s~ l\fe.r~: 
analy·zed by ·a: sectioning· techni'que •. 
To ei_iJlli.nate the effects of surface diffusi:op.:, .ma.tet:i.al .. ,,ias 
removed fro.m · the sides of the· specimens prior to sectioning:. This 
was accoµ,.pl:t.shed by_ .. mountin~ the: crystals ·iri. ·qn electrics. drill. a11-d ~ . • , • "4• ••• 




·:, _grindi.tfg-1:he sides with 240. grit abras.ive paper. To detennine if .. ' 
_, 
suffici.e11t materfal ( 10 microns or more) was r~moved from the s_ides, 
' 





Sectioni~g·~ of the samp'ies was performed by lapping wi-th . 
. ·,: ·. l 
,,. -/. 
..; ·' , . 
diamond compound on plate glass disks. For a description of the 
. \ 
. ' . 
'"\ .. 
.; .,· .. •.· \· 
. r ·A 
~/ 
. . ). 
















































lapi,iiig 'op~rat:i.on see Appendi:i .,f/,2-. 
,,·.: 
.i.:. 
. \. ·.·· ' . .;_ ' . ' 
' I .. 
-The· thickness ·of :the sections . . 
. \ .· . . ... . 
remov,.ed varied from approximately 0.2 micron, near the surface, 
to greater than 1 microno I 
,_,,_-..... The concen~ration·of radioactive chromium versus penetration 
distance was determi~d by Counting the radiation emitted from the 
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. .Ii I EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF DATA·. ' ,~ 
• 
.. 
In this' experiment a total of seven diffusion runs were made, 
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---·- ~·.,. --·. _._. 










,..· '.~ . ., :- . 
,• 
~. . .. . 
,.. 
'1 
tion·, the time duration, the- .temperature, and the electric field 
used in e~ch of the runs. The orientation is the angl~ between the 
. direction of .di~fusion anq the ·c-axis· o-f the crystals=. 
Table II · 
-Crystal Orientations, Time Durations, Temperatures, and 
Electric Fields of the Di f £us ion · Runs 
- I} 
-Run Time Temperature -Electric Field· 
.. Number Orientation- (sec.) ( oc,) (volts/cm.) 
1 150 341,400 1235 • 292 .. 2 150 329,100 ' 1240 284 
. . 3 700 335,700 1236 :294 
" 4 ·o 333,900 1241 0 5.: . '-... 5 159 ;-348,300 1229 0 6'- . .1:50. ,/ 323_,100 -·1221, ·430 ; ~· . I• .. 
7 150 . . 343~500· 1232 .. 47·7-· · ,:.-' 
• 
:'~~ The data obtained· from each • listed in Appendix #3' d run l'S ' ... 
Table V. ·.2 A plot of log concentration vs. x for eac:-h run is also. 
• 
pres.entE;!¢1 in Ap.p¢ndix #3. -
' . ·(: .. 
A.· Ev~luation.of Diffusion Coef~icients ·· 
------- - ---- --------
For. the ~iffusion· runs ha·ving co·ncentration·s of radioactive : 
- . 
. . 
. chromium _large enough to· -b·e. detected 'at· depth~ o-£ .. penetra;ti9-~ .- . . .;,._~, 





. can be. f-i:tt'ed with st~aight ··line- s~gments having' -~hre~: different:". • • • • I • ' I 
" ' 
.·, 
. • ' 
. . 
-· - slope$. ___ , . This is ·be.st shown .in the results for diffusio~. Runs· =l/=2. 
• ...!}. .... 
,. !·., ,··· 
... . .. 
\ ... 
~) . . .. 
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\' 
-a:n4· 41=5; .flgures 5 and ·a·~ On the basis of-: this finding, .it appears, I ' , • , 
that the diffusion of chromium in aluminum oxide occurs by three 
different mechanisms. These mechanisms,~ convenience, will be 
called the. slow, intennedi~te, and fast mechanisms. The values 
of ·the diffusion coefficients determined for each of the two 
. 
-
. crystals used in each run are listed .in Table III. For the .runs 
employing elect'r.ic fields the crystals are design~ted { +) and. ( .. ). 
G 
..... to. indicate the cry~~als ·on_ the anode and cathode sides. respecti.vely·. 
For ·Runs #4 an'ci #.5, ·which did. not employ electric f-ields, the 
crystals are g'iyen _the designation· 1 and 2. 'X.be· dt.ftusion .c_b.~ 
'-ef:f.:i.c.ients _w~re determined fr.om the slopes of the :stra.ight- 1i·ne 
. ' 
... ·· '. . . 2 .. se.gme·rit$ fit to the log concentration vs x · <la.ta. :The c·urves wer.e 
· fit: b·y the, lea~t. squares method using a linear regre·s_sion pr~g:ram 
. 
' 
:tun .. on an IBM 1130 computer. 
In 'rable III the. ·slots without· entrtes · represent cas~s::-·w:here ' : ;: 
... ti·he·, ·data was either insufficient or too erratic for a. ·d:i.ffusion. 
coe:tf icient · to be determined. 
.... 
Each o.f fhe- diffusion mechanisms will be discuss·ed indi.vidually 
·, 
. ,01t the. basis ·of the data obtained. :from the d"ff fusi·on ·runs~: 
'. . 
~-
... B. S·low Di f fu$ion Mechanism 
: The slow diffusion mec·hanism was detected ·tn alt o.f t·he- dif·-. . . \ . . . .. 
~ 
. _f usion runs· c.onducted and has a diffusion coefficient- of· the._. 
•. 
· otder of 10~ l5 cm~/sec •· in · the - temperature range inVesiigated ' . . 
- ' .. 
. . 
' . 
. .. . . 
' 
' 
-( i220° - l240°c) .... · The se~ticjning technique used in thiS expert,ment 
.. , is not sati~factory for accu~~tely measuring diffusion coeffic;i~nts 
,. 
·-·'4 ••••• •-. -
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Diffusion Coefficients Determined for the Diffusion Runs ~· 
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1 ( +) 
1 (-) 
2 ( +)' 
2 (-) 
3 (+} 






6 ( ... ·) 
' -~t { +} 
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- - ~-st·ow 
{cm /sec.) 
6.89 X lo-15 
7.05 X lo-15 
1.26 X 10~l4 
6.34 X lo-15 
:I·. -o_ :o· ... ··1·:o_·. --15 : ·~ .· X .· . . , .. 
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.. that .are this low-. ·thus, the values of the diffu~ion coefficient 
for the slow mechanism, determined in this work, can only be con. 
sidered as approximations. 
.. 
,. 
-The values of the diffusion coefficient for the slow mechanism 
rneas.ured in Runs. #1 and =/1:2 were approximately five times greater 
than those measured in Runs #4 through #7. This is believed to be ,. 
due to a marring of the- active surfaces of the crystals ·that 
· occurred during the diffusion annea·ls of .the first three .. runs·. Thi:s 
r 
marring of the .crystal surfaces· is discussed in Section II, Part ·c • 
.. 
The mobility, determined by the Einstein relation, of th~· ion·s 
diffusing by the slow mechanism was too low for the effe·ct, if any, 
of an electric field to be noticed. By virtue of the: model presented 
. 
. in Section r; Part A~ ·the mean of the ~oncentration of the ions 
. " 
diffusing by the- :~low· mechanism~should have been d·i.sp.lace.d appr:ox .. : 
ima.te ly O .93 micron toward the cathode in the ·runs .. employing ,e:l:ectr~q :: 
fields. Thi$ dlspia.c·~merit .-is much less than··t;h.e·- .thicknetss .of: the 
I 
first sectt1on· in each case. In order to see an ef feet of an ·el.ec.tri~. 
',• 
field· on ~he. :s.Jow .-mechanism, much larger fields would have to be 
' 




larger 'fields· :t.rt this experiment· since they caused ionization :of the· 
( 
argon atmospher-e·. ·'1 
C. Intennediate Diffusion Mechanism · J 
The intermediate diffusion mechanism was :·detected in all of.· 
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microns. Th·e diffusion c.oefficient for t.his· ,mechanism is of the . 
-14 2, h i I • d order of 10 cm sec in t e temperature range nvestigate \· . 
( 1220° - 1240°C). 
., The values of the diffusion coefficient determined from- the 
data of the various ··runs show a variation over about one order of 
. magnitude. This large variation is believed to be due to errors .in 
measurement, becaus·e .of the limited number· of data points available 
in the region where the intermediate mechanis1n.·wa·s_ in evidence .• 
. -· The apparent solubility of the chromium diffusing· by the 
inte~ediate mechanism shewed a large .. variation in this e~peri~nt •' 
;. A -relative indication· of sol~bility is obtained by ext:rapolat~p.:g. 
the straight ltn·e. ·a:pp.roximation of the intenned'tate riiechani·sm. :t.o 
2 . ·. ... JL the y.axis of t·he .. lo.g, concentration v.s. x plot,. :Irt Ru·n. 1r:5, fo:r 
- ... 
exampl·e, the ~fpp_aren-t solubility ,was: at least one order. o.f· ma.gnitude 
greater. in :crystal 5-1 th.an it was in crystal· 5_2:. No e·le·ctric 
> 
field was· ·us.ecf in Run .#5 so the environments · o·f the two c·rystals . 
. 1··. 
w.e.re nearly· ·:iden.tica':L. In addition, the amounts .of r·~d_fQact{ve 
.. , chromium applied to the two crystals·, pr-i.or· ·to the diffu·sion a1:1neal, 
I were ·within one per c·ent • 
..: i •. 
• - l ;-; In all of the di:ffusion runs employ-ing electric field_s, a: .:hump-
t \ 
·in the. concentration of radioactive chromium was detected- in the 
crystals on the cathode. side at d~pths between 2 and 3 microns. 
..... 
2 ' The-slopes of the data, on the. log concentr~tion vs. x .plots, on 
either side of the humps correspond to the di·f.fusion coeffic.ient of \ I 
• 
• '. 
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h 1 • I , I 
dis'p·l~~ement' of· the' chr~iu~ ion~ diffusing by. the intermediate·~ 
,·. 
mechanism; ·produced by th~ electric- field, which is.in agreement 
' 
with.the model presented in Section I, Part A. 
The results of Runs #3 and #7 warrant special consideration. 
The data of Run #7, Figure 10, indi_cates that a sma\1 percentage 
> ·• of the chromium ions di£ fusing by the ·intermediate mechanism were 
.displaced. approximately 2.75 microns by the el.ec.tric '. field:,:<but 
..... 
.... 
. ( .-• 
. . 
·.t,hat: the majority of th:e ·chromium ions diffusing by this mechanism 
'~r.eceived no displacement! The data of Run #3, Figure 6, i,ndicates 
.that of th.e :ions diffus:1.n:g b,y the intermediate mecha~ism, -·some 
·r¢cei-,te.d· no d:i.spla.c~me,nt., ·some a displacement. o·f about 1 .. 73 m.ictotis, . 
,· 
·.:: . 
and· o:thers· a diS"p lacement of about 2. 45 micro:nS :_by the elec_t·ric .. 
f:Lel.d •. 
The results -o.f Run #7 can be explained on. .the· :ba·s.is of 
"' i_ncomplete contact between the two crystals during the· diffu$.ion 
. . . 
anneal. In regions just below the· surface v1here the two ~rystals. 
--~ ·. 
did not make contact, the component of .the· electric field in the 
l 
. (\ . .. . f, 
direction ~of _diffusio.ri would be very near zero. If actual conta·c·t 
' between the crystals~ occurred· ·over a small' percentage of. the 
·adjacent. surfaces, the majority of the diffusing ions would not 
experience an electric field. 
'Three· different explanations :~b:r· the rest1-lt-,s o:f· Rµn #3 a.re 
\·. 
offered below. 
1. The three degrees of displacement may have been due 
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. . . .• J. " ~ ,, ' . . 
· different -regions of the crysta~s·. due tC? j.mproper . 
'. . ., 
contact. ~ 
2. The ratio of t-he. two displacements is· approximately 
1.42. If both +3 ions and +2 ions were diffusing 
by the int.ermediate mechanism, two displacements 
·having a ratio of · 1. 5 would be expected.. This 
; 
explanati.on is not very satis_fying for two, reasons: 
' 
I 
{a) on the .basis of thennodynamic calculatj.ons. the . 
. ~ 
+:2 valence s~ate .for chromium is unstable .a/t :the_: .. -
"' ' 
temperature and partial press~re ·of oxy:se11-. 
.it .. is i:~conceivable that both +2 and :+3 ions could · 
d:if:fus-e by the same mechanism .wt.th the same diffus.i·on 
.,. 
,3:•· 'The r.e·sults of· Run #3 iµay h4ve been due 1·0 ·crystal 
orientation.· In_- Ru~ .#3 · the c-axis of tne crystals 
was at.·an_ aQgle ~f 70° to t.he qirectiop_ o_f diffusion·,: 
J. '., 
whereas in all other rtt.J;l.$ employ'ing_ :e·:tec.(tic-· _f$e~d-s 
the c-axis was at .~_n. ~ngl_e of 15° _:~:o :the .d_i~~cti.<>n 
' 
.. 




·T·able IV gives the mean concentration x~ the mob~lity µ,, and. 
' . 
. -' 
·--the ·cc>'rrela'tion factor f o-f the inte·rmediat'e mechani~m <let.ermined 
.. ,. for -~ns =#=?,··· #6 and :/1=7 •. ·The 'lalues of i ·were t~ken _from the log 
,• 
·· concentrati·on .vs.· x2 plots· of· the various runs. The values fqr µ.: 
were· determined by the equ-1:lt.ion. · 
... . . .- .. 
•..:• 
: .......... . 
.•. ~ 
• 
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:,a•. : f ' X 
µ, = it r .• ·13 
. 
where E is the value of the electric field .and t is the time 
' .. 
duration of the diffusion anneal. The. values for f were determinea 
by the equation 
f=...!!~ 
kT µ, (9) 
' 
which is a variation of equation ( 7) given irt Section I, Part B. · 
. . 
In equation ( 9) the Value uSed ~or· q was +3 electrori charges, and 
i 
.. the .valu-e used for D ·was the average of the values listed in· 




·The Va.lues of ~, ··_b!!, and.! Determined for Diffusion Runs 










3 •. 90· 
2 .45· · .. 
.· 2. 7°4 
2 . 
( cm /volt-sec.) 
' . 
. 3.125 X lo-12 
:l.76 X lQ-12 





The va·lue~· for f listed in Table IV are reasonable and· are 
presented soie1Y . ¢0 add.· substance to the .as~umptions . regardirig . 
' • I . ·• • • ' ., 
the effects· of· the electric· fields on t.he intermediate diffusion 
mechanism. They canQ.Qt 1 howev,er ,. be coµsidered accurate for ·the 
.. 
following reasons. . ... ,. 
. ' 
l. The· yalue used for the diffusion coref ficient is. only 
a rough· approxiroati'on. - ~ 
. . 
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' • 2.,, The .accuracy of the values for x is· i:i.mited by the poor 
.resolution of the data in ~_he vicinity of i, which is 
h in turn limited by the thicknesses, of the sections 
removed in this·region. 
3. The exact values of the electric fields in the regions 
where diffusion took place· is u~certain. The values 
. '\l. 
for E were detennined simply by.dividing the applied 
voltag~ ·potentials by the combined lengths of the 
two crystals. This assumed that perfect electrical 
contact was made at the junction of the two crystal.·s 
and between the crystals and the·platinum eiectrodes • 
.,,.-/ 
. 
.. In addition, any polarization effects _taking plac·e 
... 
in the region$ of · the crystals adjacent to the 
electrodes were ignoied •. 
D. Fast Diffusion Mechanism 
,· 
., 
The fast diffusion mechanism was·· detected in all of the 
diffusion runs having concentrati·ons -o_f ra~ioa·ctive chromium large 
enough to be accurately d~termined at depths exce.eding 3 microns,. 
The diffus.ion coefficient of this· mechanis111 is· of the order of 
'~' 
<:, 
. . ~ 
.. 
13 · 10- cm2/sec 
... 
•• ·,'Y' • 
in the t~mperature r~nge, inve~tigat·ed. ( 1220° -
- 124ooc). 
The· experimental results indicate. that the solubility of .the 
. . 
. chromium· d·iffusing by the fast mechanism i~ ~losely related· to 
~he· solubility of that diffusing by the- interme.diate mec.hanis~. In 
,I 
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· there was, a.lso a relatively high soiubility for ·the fast me'chanism. , 
.. 
This suggests that.the two ·diffusion mechanisms, the intermediate 
and the 
-fas~, are not independent but • 1n some manner are related to 
one another. 
. No effect of the electric field on the fast mechanism was 
noticed in this experiment. Due to the relatively high value of 
.the diffusion· cci'efficient, if an effect had ·occurred it sho.uld have. 
\ -. been easilr· detec~ed~ 
~ . 
E. Summary 
From the results- of the diffu~ion runs· cond.ucted. in: this 
·.. . 
.. 
. experiment it appears that chromium diffuses in ~luminum oxide by· 
three different mechanisms, a slow,. an intermee,Jiate, and a f'ast 
. 
. . 
mechanism. There .can be little d·oubt regarding the existence of · 
the slow and the fast diffusion mechanisms.. Th~ evidence of these-
. 2· 
· .· two mechanisms is easily seen on ~he 1og concentration vs~ x ..... ~' . 
:plot~. The inteliffledi~te ·mechanism, however, is not so easily . 
-~dete.cted o • A Sunnnary of the arguments ~ub$tanti~ting .the existence 
_pf ·the intermediate mechanism- is -.presented below. 
2 ... 
On the log concentration vs. x· plot---for Run ·15, Figure 8, :r . 
in the region between x2 ·= 1 and x2 = 6 the data points 
• 
' 
. definitely approximate a_ straight line. ,;,4In addition· the 
' 
' data· points in this region cannot be obtained by a _ 
. . ·-i 
. . 
s,tiperposition of .. th·e. chromi.um (\iffusing· by the fast· 
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,or ~ach of the.' diffusion runs employing ·electric· fields · 
• 
a hump in the concentration of radioactive chromium 
-<;) 
.I 
was detected at depths between 2 and 3 microns in the 
·crystal on the cathode s_ide. The mobilities of the 
. ·)j. 
I 
ions required to produce these humps at these dept.ha 
correspond favorably to the average value of the 
diffusion c.oefficient calculated for the intermed"'iate 








. values for th.e correlation .factor· which were· .de_:t~rmine.Q: 
in Part C of· this section. 
. '21"' '. _.,,,,,_;:;; . . . . . :,,,: ; 
On· the log .concentration vs·. ·.Jt: p·lcrts of tb_e. ·dif-f.u:s.ion 
.• 
:runs en..1:p.ioying electric fte·lds, .the -slopes: of the 
data ·on either side of the humps, mentiot1e·a· in argument 
:2 above, correspond totthe diffusion eoe(ficient of the 
· intermediate mechani.sm •. ·this ·is bes~. shpw.~ .by .the 
. . 
res·ults for·. Bun #.2, Fig~~e ·5. 
·, ( 
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Due to the limited number { seven) of diffusion· runs conducted 
in this experiment, the conclusions presented in this section cannot 




On the basis of the results obtained in t:his. :-~~periment, the 




. " . (i. 
' 1.- C:hromium diffuses in aluminum oxide b·y three· different 
'mep-l'\~nisms •. For conv~nience, th.ese hav"E~ been called 
the slow, intermediate, and fast mecb4~i:nlsms, which 
:hav:e diffusion coefficients of the ord·e·r o.£ 10~ 15 ·· j :· ' ·.• . . .,~ 
·1:· o- 14 · d 10-13 · · 21· · · · · · · .··. ·· · · ·1 ... · , an :·cm : sec -:r:e.s.pecti·ve Y:~ 





·sµbstitut·~on~l dif,fusiort b·y the· :va¢:ancy .mec.hlln:-fsm·.. .,T_hl_s· , 
' c·t>n·c·luston is reached by virtue of· t·he re.producib-ilit:Y .. ' ..... . 
of. the. exp~rimental results for tll.e slow mech~nism, 
and because of the high solubility of the chromium 
'· 
. diffusing by this. mechanism. · 
The ,intermediate and ·fa_st diffusion tne-cha·nisms are not 
independent.. In some manner these mechanisms are 
.. 
related to one ~other. 
~-
. This conclusion.is b~sed 
' 
,,,·· -~ 
on the strong relationship· not·iced' ~etween . the apparent · , r 
·- qi, 
·solubilities :o·f the, chromium, diffusing ·by t4ese m~ch·anistns~:.: . ' • • ' ' ~ • 
.. w • 
• 
-· 
4. · The intennediate and fast .diffusion mechanisiµs~ are:. ... 
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the aluminum oxide. T·his conclusio~ is ~ased on the 
,'!I 
. large variations observed in the appar~nt solubilities 
of the chromium diffusing by these mechanisms. 
The intermediate diffusi~n mechanism is charge carry_ing. 
. 3+ C.hromium diffuses as Cr by this mechanism. This 
:co..,ncl~sion is based on displacements, of the 
chrotniulll. diffusing by the intermediate mecha.nism, 
produced by'· the electric fields. 
·:6. The fast diffusion mechanism i .. s either unaff:ect.ed<by 
electric fields or i.f there is an effect of -an 
electric field c;>n this mechanism it is not ln ·ac'.c:O:rdance·: · 
·· :with t:he model presented· in Sectio~ ,I,. :P·~rt A.•:- · Th'i·s·. 
tortclusion is based on the fact that no effect ~f:ah 
. electric field on the fast mechanism was. observed. 
Votinova and lgrult6V (lb) (see Section I, Part C) rep~ited the 
·· diffusion coefficient of chromium in single crystal Al2o3 _to be 
D = 2.894 x 10-2 ~-80;J60 cm2/sec •. At 1230°c, the mE!an temperature 
'\' 
used i.n th~ .. d:i.f·fusion runs of this. experiment,. th:e. ab<;>v~ exptess1o:n . 
.... 
. · . .· .. -14 for·the diffu~ion coefficient gives t~e value D = 5 .. 8 x 10. · 
I 
·" ; • 
. 2 . . - " . . . . . . . . " 
cm / s·ec ~. .votiriova and Ignatov analyz·ed their specimens by a ,. 
sectioning tecpnique, the thickness of the sections being between 
.i 
. I 
1 and 3 microns.· Wi~h.·.this large of a section ~h~ckn~ss, . the only . 
. -di'ffµsion ·mechanism .·they co.uld·. have detec·ted· is the fast .. mechanism. 
··.Their value for the di-ffu·sj.on coefficie~t is somewhat less. tha~ 
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of this experiment. This may be d.µe to ori~ntation, since the 
c-axis. of their crystals was at an angl·e of 60° to the direction of 
diffusion. . 0 In this experiment th~ c-axis was at an angle of 15 
. ~ 
for all runs in which a value for the diffusion coeffici,nt of the 
fast mechanism was measured. 
Di1s( 23) reported a diffusion coefficient' of 0~5 x lo.,.l7 
2 0 cm /sec for chromiu,m in single crystal A12o3 at T . 1200 c. In 
Oil$' work, diffusion couples Consisting of an A12o3 sing~e crystal 
· in ·contact with a layer of Cr2o3 ~ere ~nnealed in an ~rgo~ atmo$-
-· p4ere. The c-axis of the crystal was parallel to the .direction of ,: t 
. ,, 
dif"fusion. · Analysis of· the specimen was -performed with an elect~n 
·p_rcib~ ·,microanalyser. 
· The diffusion· co.efficient reported by Dils was apparently- :that 
£0:r the slow diff~sion mechanism. The concentrations of: ~h~omium. 
measured in his work were larger than those allowed by t-he low· 
.'Solubilities of the intennediate and fas·t diffusic>'n mecha-nisma·. 
-~· 
·The diffusion coeffi.cient report.ed by --D-ils i,s consid¢ra.bly 
lower than the values measured in this experiment for t.he slow · 
' 





that the: _two exp.eriments measured two· al together· di£ ferent param_eter~s. ,. 
In this expe·riment the tr,acer diffusion coe·fficient, usually referred · · 
. to as o*, of chromium i~ Al203 was measui-ed. 'Dils I diffusion', 
... 
coefficient, ·on the other hand, .is a mea-sure of -the rate.of homo-
, . . 
· genization of Cr2o3 and A12o3, and iS a linear combination of th~ 
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For .a dis~ussion of 
. . 
the relationship 
between the two diffusion coefficients the reader ·:• 1S referred t9 ... 
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-'· :· ..... 
V A1tF.A.S FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION 
• 
... 
The results of this experiment indicate several topics· that 
require further investigation. 
below. 
A list of these topics is given 
.. 
' ~ 1. Verification or disputation of the existence of three 
:2. 
3 •. 
4··. ; .•: 
... 
different mechanisms for the diffusion of chromium 
,.. . 
in aluminum oxide. 
Detenninatiori. of the temp.erature dependence_ of the 
different diffus"_ion mechanisms. 
Explanati9n of the three diffusf.o·n mechanlsms. 
The slow mechanism is believed to, be substitutiona.'.l 
. di£ fusion by the va,~ancy· ·mechanism-: For the · 
intermediate and fast .. :mechanisms ~t was observed 
tltat ( a} the two meql)~-nisms were related to e·ac-h 
. cfi:her · in som&- ·ma.11ne.:r, and . ( b) th~y were depe_ndent· 
. ' 
-u·pon the ,nonequlli:brium defect structure of the 
. single crystal aluminum· oxide. Aside from these 
. observations, no explanations for the· inte-rmediate 
.. and fast mechanisnis were given • 
• 
D·etermination .of the ef feet ·of -an· electric -:ff.eld on . ' . 
. . . ' . . 
the· slow diffusion mechanism. 'This would require 
e.ither hig~er temperatures or l~rger electric fields , 
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/ ,\ \. 
,._ EQUIPMENT AND APPARATUS . .. 
. " 
l. Furnace: Lindberg/Hevi-Duty series tube furnace, model 54032. 
Accessories: 
.. a·. · Control Console: Lind~erg/.Hevi~Duty series control · console, " . .• J' 
model 59344. . 0 Capable cif temperature control within +2 F. 
-
b. Alumina Tube·: McDanel Refractory Porcelain Company, AP35, .. 
99% pure, l"OD x 27''1 .• 
· c. Argon Gas Supply: ·Middlesex.Welding Sales lnc., 99-995% 
pure. 
' ., d:. Gas Pressure. Regulator 
:e:. Flow Meter: · Kontes- Vi.z-Flo "1561' ·Flowmeter. Tube CM-4C-G·-6, 
.stainless steel float. 
ft. Power Supply: Electro.nics Research Associates Inc·., mp.de.I 263M, 
.···. - 0-300 volts. de. 
. ' :3: •. -,Therµioc(?uple:. Platinum - Platiilum 4:'iO% Rhodium, const.ructed . . 
. . f.rom material calib·rated by Engelhard Industries Ine,., Test 
0 
No. 0062 S .P··. using a standard thermocouple traceable. to N .B .S. 
Test No. l83699A-3. 
4... Millivolt Potentiometer: Leeds and .Northrup model 8686; TC or· 
. EMF measure to nearest microvolt, . used with reference .. junction· 
., .. 
. 0 . . . 
. ;at O C _(~ater-ice bath) • 
. . -5~·:'·i,, Lappipg Device: (Des.cribed in Appendix =/1=2.) 
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a. Non-Overload Amplifier, model N302. 
b. H.igh Vo 1 tage Power Supply, model N4035 .• 
c.. Timer, model N85()R •. 
d. Decade Scaler, m~del N276. 
e. Preamplifier, model N354. 
f. Shielded Counting Well. 
·\~· 





.}· (1) ·"DP~l Gas Flow Proportional Detector.· 
(2). · P~lO Count~ng .Gas (90% ~rgon - 10~ methane) 
· purchased from Tracerlab. 
'.t·· Balance: Mettler Micro Gram - A.tic, weighs to nearest: 
• microgram. 
8 ... Aluminum Oxide Single Crystals: . ~rchas:·e·d ·t'ro·m the-Adolf 
. Me~l.er Co. of Providence, Ro I. Grown by the Verneuil p-rocess. · 
. . . .., 
Maximum impurity content less th·an 10 ppm, maximum dislocatiori: 
· · · . 6 · 2 density 10 pits/cm. 
:~9. Chromium -51 Isotop.e: Purchased from Tracer lab .in 50· microcurie 
quantities. Chemical form cre13 disolved in 0.06 mL -of 
• • . • . cJ 
.. 
. .. 
. 0 .• ·5 N HC~. 6 
~I> { .' .• •. . 
··i . 
... ··.t: 
·.· .. · 
.. 
. ' ! 
. .•· 
.• :, . . : . 
. . 
~.- .. ,· 
_;_I· 
.. ""of!',•. 
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.;...·· ... ~ · APPEND~X #2 ·'. .• • I . ,. .... 
LAPPING DEVICE . " 
., 
. In this work very thin sections were removed from .the annealed 
samples by lapping •. The sections varied in thickness from approx-
imately O .2 micron, ·for sections near the surface, to _greater than 
The· properties which are essential to the lapping ·procedure to 
.. 
• I 
maintain ~od/ experimental accuracy are. listed below •.. : .. 
. ( -
a) Sections re.moved must be perpendicular to ·the, di.rectlon 
" 
· of diffusion. , This requ~res that the lapping occur on 
. ' . 
.. "· · ~ plane paralle·i to_ the original _surface. 
·P_·) Th_e _s_urfa;ce of the specimen_ must be main-tained flat .at all 
times • 
·c) . ' 
·The material lapped-otf must be evenly di,stributed ..... over .. · 
the_ lapping surface and of consistent geometry fot:' 
:tr-
:,; I 
9.ounting_ purpos~s. · 
.The lat>ping was ·perfoi::med with a device similar to the one) ~ 
. ¥ 
. des~;ibed by G~ra.Stein( 21) • This device offers two types Of 
·1aepin{ motion. · Orte a :rotary motion of ~.he sp"'e-eimen _.about it.s 
a~is, the second an oscillatory motion of the lapping surface 
• 
relative to_ the. specimen. ·. in· this· -experiment it was -found that 
. ' . \ 
. . ' . 
_., ....... 
' . 
·flatter specimen surfaces could be maintained . by. not, u·si~g · the 
' 
' 
· rotary motion, thus only t~e oscillatory mo_ti~q. was- used.··.:·.·.··-~. 
.. 
. 
. . ... 
' "- . 
. 
·;late ·glas~- disks., 1/8~'- _th_ick·. by l 5./8" d~ameter, were used 
for the lapp~ng surface. Each disk w.as used only o·nce a.nd then . 
··: ·: 
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. 3 micron diamond compound mixed with a liquid medium supplied by 
the H. H. Landau Diamond Company. The specimen was placed on the 
lapping surface with its active face downward. Pressure was. appli·ed 
to the specimen by ··a -vertical shaft, tipped with a 1/8" strip of 
soft rubber. A ,weight of approximately 500 grams was added to the 
- . 
vertic.al shaft. . +he soft rubber -strip provided a flexible coupling· 
. . ~ . 
. . 
. 
-which allowed the flat surface of the· specimen to seat· on th·e flat<· 
. 
-
surface of the plate glass. ·This insured that lapping of the 
..,. 
,• 
specimen was always on a p lape parallel to i ~s 9riginal surface 
· withqut requiring that the vertical shaft: be exactly __ perpendic-ular 
to the. l~pp.ing su·rface • 
. ·. ·The glass disks were seated on a phenolic disk which· was held 
.· in a retaining ring on . the lapping device. The ·specimen was . held 
'fixed_· while the gla.s·~ ·.d_isk-_·was~ moved in :an o~c:illatory motio~ by ·a 
-- l . . . 
rocker am connected. to .the retaining· ririg •. The diameter ·of- the . 
. . 
phen.olic. disk· was l/32 11 less than the ins:i.de diameter of the 
ti 
r~tain:i.ng ring, which allowed a slow ro_tation <:>f the· lappi~g -sur .. 
. . . 
. . . f~ce during ~he oscillatory motion.·. The ·conii;>i:)lation of this·- s·low 
• • 
•, -i ' 
.: ., . 
. . . 
rotation with the .oscillatory motion resulted·in the lapped-off 
'Ir~terial · being di~tributed. ·over a circular area.. The diameter of 
. . 
. 




rocker .arm •. A diame~_er of app.roximately 3/4" wa·s found·· to·· be 
.. optimum from the standpoint of surface flatness. 
', 
t, 
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the. above described lapping' process,· was about O .2 microns per 
miriute. Thus, lapping· times of from one to five minutes were used 
for each section. 
After lapping·,~ the specimen was rinsed wi:,th.~several drops of 
acetone to remove the lapping comp·ound and lapped-off material 
clinging~o its surfaces. This rinsing was coll~cted on ·th·e· plate 
glass disk. The specimen was then thoroughly cleaned with acetone 
and dried with a clean tissue •. /.: 
The flat~ess ~f the spe6imen was checked after each lapping 
with~an optical flat~ The surface was consistently maintained to 
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. Listed in Table Vis the experimental data of each diffusion 
run. This data was'obtained by_ measuring the activities of the 
sections removed from the crystals after the diffusio·n anneal. The· 
thickness of the sect-ions was detennined by weighing the crystals 
before and after lapping: 
•, 
.. The entries in the column labeled "Backgr~q-'i'nd Coun.t" -represent . 
,. ~ . . 
the counting rates that would be meastited without a specimen in 
the counting chamber. It is necessary to subtract the background 
count from the total count in order to get an indicati':)n o·f section 
activity. The background was determined at the beginning of e_ach 
. countiag. session and was checked at intervals of approximately four 
,. h_ours. In all cases· the background fluctuated less than five per • 
' . 
cent during a counting session. 
. ' 
·--
~ The entries -in the section labeled "Relative. Probable Error" 
. 
. 
_represent only.the probable counting errors due to the statistical 
nature of the· emissions from the radioactive material, and do not 
.. 
reflect . a-ny ~rrors- due ~o. incorrect. weight measur.em~nt;s, variations 
Cl . ' --
in source geometry_, etc. The relative probable error for ·each 
. ' 






·67 N+Nf3 Relative-Probable Error= f' per cent·where N is the total \N-Ni,) 
· .count and Ni, i~ the background· count. The relative probable error 
. 
. is that which has a 50% chance of being exceeded. For example if 
the net count ( total count minus· backg~oun.d) is 1000 and the -
• 
/· 
. ' ? 
' . 
.i·\ \: .. 
'. 
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that the true count lies between 975 and.1025. Three times the 
relati~e _probable error has a probability of 0.04 of being exceeded • 
./ 
_Figures 4 throu·gh 10 give a plot of log concentration vs. x2 
for each of the diffusion runs. The straight line segments drawn 
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¢.W · · Thickness 
{mg.)··_ (microns) 



















_ · 0.046 . 
. 0.026 
. _ · 0 .-q29, 
·. · .. ', 0.102 
0.137 
. . . 
. . . 0 .010 
. ·0.017· 
·. 0-.0~3 
. , .. 0.027 
0.005 
0.023 
_ O .031 
;..: 
. 0.036 
0 .008 .. 



























., 0 .19-8 
0.980 
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Count . Total 
Time Count 
(min.) · · N 
5 
.5., 













.. . . 
30 
'&f '· . 
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00' ·"" : 
:6Q 
:60. 
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. 16 C ' 
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18. 
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0 .107 . 
· .. , · 0.125 
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. O .381 
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·o .810 
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. 0.99, 0 .. 98 
1.39 1.94: 
1.81 3.28 
2.16. 4.65 I 
2.·72 · 
.7 .37 
3~34 11.15 .. 
3:.98 15.88 
4.90 24.05 
. 5·.62~ . 31.60 
6.22 38.'8 
·6.83 46.6 
7 .4.3 55.2 
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aW .Thickness· _:g 
(mg.). (microns)· (microns) 
.. 
0 .·0.41 O .326· 1.18 
0.060 o.476· · 1.58 
0.114 . . ·O .905 2.27 
.0.048 0.381 2.91. 
· 0.039 . 0.310 3.26 
· o .o.45 
~.357 3.59 1 0.047 ·0.373 3.96 
. - 0'.091 0,. 723 ·4.51 
o .076 · 0.603 5.17 0.154 1.222 6.08 
0.174 1.381 7~38 
0.030 ~· O .238 8.19 
0.198 1.570 9.10 
. O .139 1.102 10.43 
r 
o-.o4o 0.296 o.·15 
o.41 . · 0.032 0.237 
-~· 0 .Ool o.452 0.76 0.022 0.163 1.07 
0.01g 0.118 ' 1 .. 21 0.03 0.267. 1.40 0.025 o .1s5· 1.62 0.081 o.6oo 2.02 
. 0 .120 0~89 2.76 
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.· .. cl 
TABLE v. (Conti'i1ued}. 
-











54 .• 50 
62.0 
82.6 . 
109 .,0 · · . 












































































































I, . ., 
-~· ·,. :.·· .. 
I. . .. 




( cpm/mg.) ( ~) 
. 4,960 2~5- -
. 
2, Of!i) . 2.·; 
-490 . 3,.:5 
-
1,295 ,' 3.2 
1,210 • 
.3.9 
920 .. 4.2 
600 5.6. 
~ 







·36 , 14·.2 
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132 ), 14~0 
99 :. 24.6 
42 19.8 
21 ·25.8 
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(Continued): TABLE V Q 
cl ' .-~ . ' 
-
'.A Mean Relative ~ '. ">~: \ , S-ection Depth .. Count· Total· .Bkgnd • Specific . Probable _.J 
:;.~ ._/ -
;.-;;\ 
-:c·_~ ._ l 
x2 ; .. : '·i Sec·tion AW T.hickness X Tirn~ Count Count Activity Error ' (mg.) (microns) ( mi C rons) (min.) .; ( cpm/mg.) ( 4,) No. N N~ 
-
. Run 3 (-) 
~. 
·1 
·-0-.027 0.200 0" 10 0.01 1 2,928 13 :, . 
. 2 ... 
-.0 .024 0.178 0.29 ·0.08 2: 2,028 26 41,800 1.5 ;; 
' 




5 . 0.-031 0.230 0.92: 0.85 10 464 132 1,070 4.9 
. ~·.1 ·~ 
.. 
. ,, 0.040 





~t 0.039 1 •. 48 2.18· 20. 39.6 264 169 13.0 .289 ·:e .. .. 0.024 0.178 1.71 2-.9.2 20 397 264 277. 13.' o· 
, 
I .. 
• C ~ 9· .. 0.028 0.207 1.90 3.61 20 334 264 1?5 23.4 0) _.·· . 10: 6 .038, 0.282 2~ ~5 4.62 20 ' 318 264 71 ·29 .8~ 
' 
' 11. 0.039 0.289 ·2.43 5 ... 90· 42 , 676 554 208 ·19.3-12·'. '. 0.012 o·.089 2.62 6: •. 86 : 3-0 444 396 136 40.5· 13 . 0.038 0.282 2.81 
-7.90 · 30. 457 396 54.5 32.1 ·, ~ 14 0.034 0.252 3.08 9.48 60' 939 829 54 25'.6 
'1$., 0.030. 0.222 3 ~3.1 10.95 .30: 454 41.5 43-3: -50~7 
.  
• ., ·, Run 4-1 ·"t., 
t ...... 
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· O .119 
o.·184 













. -0 ..• 144 
o.b81 





0 .• 230 
0.167· 












0.389 · / 
0.349 
.. 
o .• 445 
0.349 
































































































'( . ~ 
! . 
t 
Total Bkgnd. Specific 
Count Count . ·Activity 




5,052 :54: 43,100 
1,189 149 
-4,500 851 271 "1, 16Q 
611. 409 ·270 
612 4o9 57 861. 813 4.3·5 f'."~ 
31,i97 14 • 
3,832 28 63,400 
825 70 2,960 606 211 598 840 422 517 
755 422 445 
537 2e·1 261 ~ 
' I 524 ,. 281 276._· J 
487 ··281 184 
474 281 219,· 
4 6 C 281 161 9. ~ 5·42 281 189 617 . -281 124 C 
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9 .• 0 -
9.5 " t 
8.7 , 
. 7·.4,. .. 
6.Q 
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:1 1. 2 
1.4 
· .. 1 .. :7 · 
- 4 .• 4 -" 
4.4 
~26. s· >:r 
16~0- ~ 





3 .o .. 
5.7 
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0 .015 . 
0.011· 
0.017 
, - 0.043 
0.042 


























o .·081 .' 
0-.169 
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... TABLE v (C<>_nti-'nued} 
Mean, 
Depth 2 Count Total 
X X Time Count (microns) (min.) N 
- \ 
Run 7 ( +) 
O •. 07 1 27,_267 
0.27 0.07 1 8~3·77 
0~51 0.26 4 2,815 
·o·.-s4 .. 0.70 10 1,118 
1.10 1.21 30 840 
l.28 '1.64 30 880 
1.51 2.28 30 734 1.78 3.16 60' 
-1,293 . ·-.. :·' 2.01 4.04 6o 1,233 
2.37 5.61 60 .. 9·38 . -.• . 
2.95 8.70 . 60· . 992 ' 
3 .53 12.45 60 95·5 4.09 16.71 60 872 4.72 ,·, 22.25 . :6. ,851 : :0 
5.38 28.90 .· 6b' {J48'; 
· Run 7 (-) • 
'. 0.06 1 1 
·20, 197 
· 0.17 0.03 l :._· 10,770 
.0.28 0.08. :1 . . 
.3, 784 0.52 0.27 1. ·2,015 0.86 0.74 :5 '·815 
1.07 1.14 20- 591 1.19 1.41 20 689 
. -------~ 
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' '. 279,000 








' 423 ·6.8 
224 6.3 
283 7.1 en 
"' 0 i 










222,000 1·~ l , 
: 46-, 000 .. 1.5 
3,550 2 7· 
. \. .• 
1,545 6.4 









C ;.,_ __ ;· ; .. ~:· 
' '~ 
I 













Section ~w Thickness 
No. (mg.) (mic.rons) 
8 0.015 0.121 
9 -o.04o 0 .323, 
10 ""' 0.024 o.·1s·6: 
11 0.039 0 .• 314 
12 0.-047 0..379 
13 0.034 C? .·.274 
14 0.044 0.355 
15 0.059 o.475 
16 0.100 0.806 
17 # 0.103 0.831 
.18 0.176 1.420 
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